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In human vision, acuity and color sensitivity are best at

the point of fixation, and the visual-cognitive system

exploits this fact by actively controlling gaze to direct

fixation towards important and informative scene

regions in real time as needed. How gaze control oper-

ates over complex real-world scenes has recently

become of central concern in several core cognitive

science disciplines including cognitive psychology,

visual neuroscience, and machine vision. This article

reviews current approaches and empirical findings in

human gaze control during real-world scene perception.

During human scene perception, high quality visual
information is acquired only from a limited spatial region
surrounding the center of gaze (the fovea). Visual quality
falls off rapidly and continuously from the center of gaze
into a low-resolution visual surround. We move our eyes
about three times each second via rapid eye movements
(saccades) to reorient the fovea through the scene. Pattern
information is only acquired during periods of relative
gaze stability (fixations) owing to ‘saccadic suppression’
during the saccades themselves [1–3]. Gaze control is the
process of directing fixation through a scene in real time in
the service of ongoing perceptual, cognitive and behavioral
activity (Figure 1).

There are at least three reasons why gaze control is an
important topic in scene perception. First, vision is an
active process in which the viewer seeks out task-relevant
visual information. In fact, virtually all animals with
developed visual systems actively control their gaze using
eye, head, and/or body movements [4]. Active vision
ensures that high quality visual information is available
when it is needed, and also simplifies a variety of otherwise
difficult computational problems [5,6]. A complete theory
of vision and visual cognition requires understanding how
ongoing visual and cognitive processes control the orien-
tation of the eyes in real time, and in turn how vision and
cognition are affected by gaze direction over time.

Second, because attention plays a central role in visual
and cognitive processing, and because eye movements are
an overt behavioral manifestation of the allocation of
attention in a scene, eye movements serve as a window
into the operation of the attentional system. Indeed,
although behavioral and neurophysiological evidence sug-
gest that internal visual attentional systems (covert visual
attention) and eye movements (overt visual attention) can

be dissociated [7], the strong natural relationship between
covert and overt attention has led investigators to suggest
that studying covert visual attention independently of
overt attention is misguided [8].

Third, eye movements provide an unobtrusive, sensi-
tive, real-time behavioral index of ongoing visual and
cognitive processing. This fact has been exploited to a
significant degree in the study of perceptual and linguistic
processes in reading [9–11], and is coming to play a
similarly important role in studies of language production
and spoken language comprehension [12,13]. Eye move-
ments have been exploited to a lesser extent to understand
visual and cognitive processes in scene perception,
although after 25 years of relative inactivity, the study of
gaze control in scenes has recently experienced a rebirth.
Several advances in technology have sparked this renewed
interest, including more accurate and robust stationary
eyetrackers, new mobile eyetrackers that can be used in
the natural environment, progress in computer graphics
technology enabling presentation of full color scene images
under precisely controlled conditions, and new computa-
tional methods for analyzing image properties (Figure 2).

Early studies of gaze control demonstrated that empty,
uniform, and uninformative scene regions are often not
fixated. Viewers instead concentrate their fixations,
including the very first fixation in a scene, on interesting
and informative regions (Box 1 and Figure 3). What

Figure 1. Scan pattern of one viewer during visual search. The viewer was count-

ing the number of people in the scene. The circles represent fixations (scaled in

size to their durations, which are shown in milliseconds) and the lines represent

saccades. The figure illustrates that fixation durations are variable even for a single

viewer examining a single scene.
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constitutes an ‘interesting and informative’ scene
region? Recent work on gaze control has focused on
two potential answers: bottom-up stimulus-based infor-
mation generated from the image, and top-down memory-
based knowledge generated from internal visual and
cognitive systems.

Stimulus-based gaze control

Three general approaches have been adopted to inves-
tigate the image properties that influence where a
viewer will fixate in a scene. First, scene patches centered
at each fixation position are analyzed to determine
whether they differ in some image property from unse-
lected patches. Using this ‘scene statistics’ approach,
investigators have found that high spatial frequency
content and edge density are somewhat greater at fixation
sites [14,15], and that local contrast (the standard
deviation of intensity in a patch) is higher and two-point
correlation (intensity of the fixated point and nearby
points) is lower for fixated scene patches than unfixated
patches [16–18].

Second, properties of early vision are instantiated in a
computational model and used to predict fixation posi-
tions. One prominent model of this type generates visual
saliency based on the known properties of primary visual
cortex [19–22]. In this ‘saliency-map’ approach, the
visual properties present in an image give rise to a
representation (the saliency map) that explicitly marks
regions that are different from their surround on one or
more image dimensions such as color, intensity, contrast,
edge orientation, and so forth over multiple spatial scales.
The maps generated for each image dimension are then
combined to create a single saliency map. The intuition
behind this approach is that regions that are uniform
along some image dimension are uninformative, whereas
those that differ from neighboring regions across spatial
scales are potentially informative. The salient points in the
map serve as a prediction about the spatial distribution of

gaze in a scene, and these points can be correlated with
observed human fixations [23,24]. The saliency map
approach serves an important heuristic function in the
study of gaze control because it provides an explicit model
that generates precise quantitative predictions about
fixation locations and their sequences. Important ques-
tions remaining to be answered within this approach
include the following:

How many times is a saliency map computed for a given

scene?

It may be that one saliency map is computed across the
entire scene during the first fixation on that scene, or that
a new saliency map is computed in each fixation. In the
former approach, the initial map could be used to generate
an ordered set of sites that are fixated in turn. This
approach assumes that a single map is retained over
multiple fixations, an assumption that is suspect given the
evidence that metrically precise sensory information about
a scene is not retained across saccades [25,26]. The alter-
native approach is to compute the saliency map anew
following each successive fixation. This approach does

Figure 3. Distribution of fixations over a scene. Representation of all fixations (indi-

cated by red dots) produced by 20 participants viewing a scene in preparation for a

later memory test. Note that the fixations are clustered on regions containing

objects; relatively homogenous regions of a scene receive few if any fixations.

Box 1. An early study of human gaze control

Buswell was among the first investigators to measure both a viewer’s

direction of gaze and the duration of each fixation in a scene [38].

Using an ingenious apparatus, Buswell reflected light from the

cornea onto photographic film and quantized time by interposing the

blades of a fan rotating at 30 Hz into the reflection. Buswell

demonstrated that fixations are not randomly placed in a scene;

instead, viewers tend to cluster fixations on informative image

regions. Buswell also accurately estimated mean fixation durations

and saccade amplitudes as well as the variability in these measures.

Based on his observations, Buswell concluded that there was an

important relationship between eye movements and visual atten-

tion: ‘Eye movements are unconscious adjustments to the demands

of attention during a visual experience.’ ([38], p. 9).

Figure 2. Participant on a dual-Purkinje-image eyetracker. The availability of eye-

trackers with high spatial and temporal resolution, along with high quality visual

displays, has greatly contributed to recent gains in our understanding of gaze con-

trol in scenes. (Photo courtesy of Dan Gajewski.)
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away with the need to retain the saliency map across
fixations, but potentially increases computational load
because a new saliency map must be generated every few
hundred milliseconds. This approach also requires that
‘inhibition of return’ (IOR) [27] be retained across fixations
and properly assigned to points within the regenerated
saliency map to ensure that gaze does not oscillate
between highly salient points. Given that IOR appears
to be object-based as well as space-based in humans [28],
this problem seems tractable.

What image properties should be included in the saliency

map?

One prominent model assumes that the saliency map can
be derived from a weighted linear combination of spatial
orientation, intensity, and color [19], but there is as yet no
strong evidence that these specific features have a unique
or even central role in determining fixation placement in
scenes. Predictions of fixation positions based on these
features correlate with observed human fixations, with the
correlations decreasing as a visual pattern becomes more
meaningful [24]. Evidence from the scene statistics
method suggests that additional image properties might
need to be implemented in saliency-map models to account
for gaze control completely [14–18].

How should stimulus-based and knowledge-based

information be combined?

The fact that gaze control draws on stored knowledge
implies that image properties about potential fixation
targets must somehow be combined with top-down
constraints. How is this accomplished? One approach is
to construct the initial stimulus-based saliency map
taking relevant knowledge (e.g. visual properties of a
search target) into account from the outset [29]. Another
approach is to compute a stimulus-based saliency map
independently of other knowledge-based maps. For
example, Oliva et al. [23] filtered an image-based saliency
map using a separate knowledge-based map highlighting
regions likely to contain a specific target. Other methods
are certainly possible. Which approach best accounts for
human gaze control, and which will best support artificial
active foveated vision systems, is an important current
topic of investigation.

Where in the brain is the saliency map computed and

represented?

A final issue concerns the neural implementation of
the saliency map. Is there a single neural map, perhaps
computed directly over image properties in V1 [30]?
Or might there be multiple maps computed over mul-
tiple brain areas combining input from a variety of
bottom-up and top-down sources, as has been sug-
gested in the spatial attention literature [31]. This
issue is likely to receive increased scrutiny in the coming
years [30,32,33].

Correlation or causation?

A shortcoming of both the scene statistics and saliency
map approaches to human gaze control is that they are
correlational techniques, so they do not allow a causal link
to be established between image properties and fixation
site selection. A third method establishes causality by
directly manipulating the information present in an
image. For example, foveal and extra-foveal visual
information have been manipulated independently using
the ‘moving-window technique’ [34]. Results from these
studies indicate that high spatial frequency information
(edges) is preferentially used over low spatial frequency
information to direct gaze to peripheral scene regions.
More studies of this type will be needed to directly test
hypotheses about the influence of scene properties on
gaze control.

Knowledge-driven gaze control

Human eye movement control is ‘smart’ in the sense that it
draws not only on currently available visual input, but also
on several cognitive systems, including short-term mem-
ory for previously attended information in the current
scene, stored long-term visual, spatial and semantic
information about other similar scenes, and the goals
and plans of the viewer. In fact, fixation sites are less
strongly tied to visual saliency when meaningful scenes
are viewed during active tasks [23,35,36,37]. The modu-
lation or replacement of visual saliency by knowledge-
driven control can increase over time within a scene-
viewing episode as more knowledge is acquired about the
identities and meanings of previously fixated objects and
their relationships to each other and to the scene [35]. But
even the very first saccade in a scene can take the eyes in
the likely direction of a search target, whether or not the
target is present, presumably because the global scene gist
and spatial layout acquired from the first fixation provide
important information about where a particular object is
likely to be found [23,35].

Episodic scene knowledge

Henderson and Ferreira [13] provided a typology of the
knowledge available to the human gaze control system.
This knowledge includes information about a specific
scene that can be learned over the short term in the
current perceptual encounter (short-term episodic scene
knowledge) and over the longer term across multiple
encounters (long-term episodic scene knowledge). An
example of short-term episodic knowledge is the memory
that the latest issue of Trends in Cognitive Sciences is on
my computer table. Short-term knowledge supports a
viewer’spropensitytorefixateareasofthecurrentscenethat
are semantically interesting or informative [35,38,39,40],
and ensures that objects are fixated when needed during
motor interaction with the environment [36]. Long-term
episodic knowledge involves information about a particu-
lar scene acquired and retained over time, such as knowing
that my office clock resides on my filing cabinet. Recent
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evidence suggests that good memory for the visual detail of
a viewed scene is preserved over relatively long periods
of time [41,42]. An interesting example of the influence of
episodic memory on gaze control is a viewer’s tendency to

look at an empty scene region when that region previously
contained a task-relevant object [43].

Scene-schema knowledge

A second source of information that can guide gaze is
‘scene-schema knowledge’, generic semantic and spatial
knowledge about a particular type of scene [44–46].
Schema knowledge includes information about the objects
likely to be found in a specific category of scene
(e.g. kitchens typically contain stoves), and spatial regu-
larities associated with a scene category (e.g. staplers are
typically foundondesks),aswellasgenericworldknowledge
about scenes (e.g. staplers do not float in the air). Scene
identity can be apprehended and a scene schema retrieved
very rapidly [47], and schema knowledge can then be used to
limit initialfixations tosceneareas likely tocontainanobject
relevant to the current task [23,35]. An interesting issue
concerns the function that fixation serves given the rapidity
with which scenes are understood (Box 2).

Task-related knowledge

A third type of knowledge used in human gaze control is
‘task-related knowledge’. Task-related knowledge can
involve a general ‘gaze-control policy’ or strategy relevant
to a given task, such as periodically fixating the reflection
in the rear-view mirror while driving, and moment-to-
moment control decisions based on ongoing perceptual and
cognitive needs. Task-related knowledge might also
produce specific sequences of fixations, although the
evidence for such scan patterns is currently weak
(Box 3). The distribution of fixations over a given scene
changes depending on whether a viewer is searching for an
object or trying to memorize that scene [35]. Gaze control
differs during complex and well-learned activities such as
reading [10], tea and sandwich making [36], and driving
[48]. Gaze control is also strongly influenced by moment-
to-moment cognitive processes related to spoken language
comprehension and production [12,43]. In most cases, the
durations as well as positions of individual fixations are
influenced by top-down factors, and an important chal-
lenge for any complete model of gaze control will be to
account for this variation in fixation durations (Box 4).

In summary, humans use knowledge about the world to
guide gaze intelligently through a scene. Cognitive
systems interact with each other and with the scene
image to determine where the eyes fixate and how long
they remain fixated at a particular location. Evolution has
clearly favored active vision, and understanding why is of
central concern in the study of natural scene perception.
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Box 3. Does scene viewing produce systematic scan

patterns?

The study of eye movement sequences (scan patterns) has received

less attention among scene researchers than perhaps it should. One

reason for this lack of interest is that the general concept of scan

patterns became entangled with a specific theory that did not survive

close empirical scrutiny. In ‘scan-path theory’, the scan pattern

produced during complex image viewing was assumed to be an

integral part of the memory for that image [62,63]. Learning a new

image was taken to involve encoding both its visual features and the

gaze sequence used to acquire them, with the motor pattern

becoming part of an integrated memory representation. Recognition

was assumed to require recapitulating the gaze sequence. Similarity

in scan patterns across learning and recognition was taken to support

the theory. However, two results were inconsistent with scan path

theory. First, it is not necessary for a viewer to make eye movements

to recognize scenes that were learned using eye movements, as

shown by studies of scene identification within a single fixation

[44,47,49,50]. Second, although different viewers tend to fixate

similar regions of a given scene (so fixations cluster on informative

regions; see Figure 3 in main text), the sequence of fixations over

those regions is highly variable. Furthermore, a given viewer shows

very little consistency in scan pattern across repetitions of a given

image [64,65]. Lack of empirical support for scan path theory led to a

general reduction in interest in the issue of scan patterns.

The nature of scan patterns in scenes is a relatively understudied

issue, and future work may produce evidence for some consistency

over scenes. Such an effect need not be a consequence of the storage

and recapitulation of scan patterns, as proposed by scan path theory.

Instead, similarity in scan patterns could be the result of stimulus-

based or knowledge-based control. For example, the saliency map

approach assumes that the relative ordering of saliency in a scene

should predict the sequence offixations taken through that scene. To

the extent that saliency remains unchanged, scan patterns should be

similar over scene repetition. Knowledge-based approaches that

order potential saccade targets by task relevance similarly predict

some consistency in scan patterns within and across viewers. To

facilitate future investigation, investigators might want to adopt the

theory-neutral term ‘scan pattern’ to refer to an observed sequence of

fixations in a scene.

Box 2. What is gaze control for?

Scenes can be identified and their gist apprehended very rapidly, well

within the duration of a single fixation [44,47,49,50]. This rapid

apprehension may require little attention [51] and can be based on

global image statistics that are predictive of the scene’s identity and

semantic gist [52,53]. Given that scenes are identified and their gist

understood within a fixation, what function does gaze control serve?

Studies of both change detection and object identification

demonstrate that close or direct fixation is typically needed to

identify objects in scenes and to perceive their visual details

[54,55,56,57]. Fixation is also tightly tied to memory encoding,

both for short-term memory [42,55,58,] and long-term memory

[42,59]. In addition, fixation provides a deictic pointer to entities in the

world. This pointer can serve as the origin for coordinate system

transformations in vision, cognition, and motor control [5]. The

deictic function of gaze also facilitates language production,

comprehension, and acquisition by providing information about

the producer’s focus of attention [43,60,61].
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Box 4. Fixation duration

Two important aspects of gaze control during scene perception are

where fixations tend to be directed (fixation position), and how long

they typically remain there (fixation duration). The influence of visual

and cognitive factors on fixation duration is widely acknowledged in the

human gaze control literature and has been explicitly incorporated in

computational models of reading [66], but has generally been over-

looked in the computational literature on gaze control in scenes.

Conclusions about the distribution of attention over a scene can differ

markedly when fixation position is weighted by fixation duration

because the distribution of processing time across a scene is a function

of both the spatial distribution of fixations and the durations of those

fixations (Figure I).

Average fixation duration during scene viewing is,330 ms, although

there is a good deal of variability around this mean both within an

individual and across individuals [10,67] (see Figure 1 in main text).

Much of this variability is controlled by visual and cognitive factors

associated with the currently fixated scene region. For example,

individual fixation duration (the duration of each discrete fixation) is

affected by scene luminance [68] and contrast [69]. Mean indi-

vidual fixation duration is also longer for full color photographs than

black-and-white line drawings, although the distributions are very

similar [67]. Van Diepen and colleagues used a moving mask tied to

fixation position and updated in real time to manipulate the visual

quality of the scene available at fixation independently of the quality

available extra-foveally [34,70]. Individual fixation durations in a scene

were elevated when the image at fixation was reduced by contrast or

partially obscured by a noise mask, suggesting that fixation duration is

influenced by the acquisition of visual information from the currently

fixated region. Individual fixation durations are also influenced by

viewing task, with longer fixation durations during scene memorization

than search [35].

Stimulus and task effects can affect molar measures of fixation time

even when individual fixation durations are unchanged. For example,

first-pass gaze duration (the sum of all fixations in a region from first

entry to exit) on an object in a scene is increased by a visual change

to that object, even when the viewer does not notice the change

[41,42,57,71,72]. First-pass gaze durations are also influenced by object

and scene semantics, with longer gaze durations on semantically

informative (i.e. less consistent) than uninformative (i.e. more consist-

ent) objects [35,39,45,57,73].

Figure I. Fixation landscape over a scene. Representation of the positions of all fixations by all viewers on a scene (a), and the same fixations weighted by fixation dur-

ation (b). These landscapes were created by placing a Gaussian with a diameter of 2 degrees of visual angle (equivalent to the fovea) centered at each fixation point,

summing the Gaussians, and normalizing the height of the resulting sums [74] For the duration-weighted landscape, the height of each Gaussian was proportional to

the duration of that fixation in milliseconds. Comparison of the unweighted and duration-weighted landscapes illustrates that although fixations are distributed over a

good deal of a scene, the majority of fixation time is concentrated on specific objects. The duration-weighted landscape can be interpreted as an ‘attentional landscape’

associated with scene interpretation. In this scene, fixation time is concentrated on the interesting object: the dog asleep on the couch.
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